Protect your network and sensitive data from threats posed by portable storage devices,
cloud services and mobile endpoints.
Protect What’s Important
Credit card info
Medical records
SSNs and Govt IDs
Financial
Intellectual Property
M&A and Strategy
Internal Auditing
HR Records

About DATA443™ Protect™
Data443 Protect™ is an out-of-the-box
solution for securing sensitive data from
threats posed by portable storage
devices, cloud services, and mobile
devices. Based on 4 modules, our DLP
protects Windows, Mac OS X and Linux
computers, and iOS and Android mobile
devices.

Pain Points
Data Leakage/ Data Loss/ Data Theft:
Need to protect sensitive data
Need to have an audit of their
sensitive data
Encrypted data transfers to USB
devices
Multi-platform protection Mac,
Windows and Linux computers.
Prevent Uncontrolled use of devices
Increased Compliance
Total cost of ownership (TCO) of a
DLP solution
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Solutions
Solution for GDPR compliance
Address inside threats: accidental or
intentional data leakage
Control data leaving the end points
through various exit points:
USB storage devices, e-mail, printers,
cloud storage/file sharing applications,
social media and other applications
Security policies for data in motion that do
not affect users productivity
Encrypt data leaving the end points
through authorized USB storage devices
Exclusive Integration to ClassiDocs

Deployment Solutions

Forrester believes classification is the foundation for all of data security, and it's critical for the
Features
Device Control™
The most granular solution of its kind on the market
•Set Rights •Set Access •Set Alerts

success

Control all common device types and ports:
•USB Devices
•Digital Cameras
•Smartphones/ PDAs
•FireWire Devices
•MP3 Player/ Media Player Devices
•Biometric Devices
•Bluetooth Devices
•ZIP Drives

Content-Aware Protection
Control confidential data leaving your network through
various exit points, such as e-mails, cloud storage, social
media and other online applications. The most advanced
solution of its kind for macOS and Linux.

•ExpressCards (SSD)
•Wireless USB
•Serial Port
•Teensy Board
•PCMCIA Storage Devices
•Local and Network Printers
•Network drives
•and more…

USB Enforced Encryption
EasyLock – USB Enforced Encryption with Data443™
Protect™
•Authorize only encrypted USB devices and ensure all data
transfers is automatically secured
•EasyLock is automatically deployed on connected USB devices
if Data443™ Protect™ client is installed
EasyLock – Data Encryption for Windows and macOS
•Password-based military strength AES 256 bits encryption
•Intuitive drag & drop and copy/paste features
•Available for USB, Local Folder, Cloud, CDs & DVDs
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Content-Aware Protection
E-Mail Clients
Outlook
Lotus Notes
Thunderbird, etc.
Instant Messaging
Skype
ICQ
Microsoft Communicator
Yahoo Messenger, etc.
Cloud Services/File Sharing
Dropbox, iCloud,
SkyDrive
BitTorrent, Kazaa, etc.

Other Applications
iTunes
Samsung Kies
Windows DVD Maker
Total Commander
Web Browsers
Internet Explorer
Firefox
Chrome
Safari, etc.

